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Dogs are distinguished from wild canines by their worldwide

selection has allowed this to be expressed to its fullest potential in dogs.
By picking the most friendly and trainable wolves, humans created the dog.
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During the centuries that ensued, dogs were selectively bred for submissiveness and trainability, and used in any number

Wolves were formerly the most widely distributed terrestrial mammal in the world. �ere are many wolf subspecies, the two main

�e coyote is found in deserts, prairies, open woodlands, wetlands, and brush country. Resembling a medium-sized dog with
a pointed face, thick fur, and a black-tipped, bushy tail, the coyote is common throughout most of Alaska and Canada, the entire
lower forty-eight United States, and Central America. �ough reduced in number in New England before conservation, coyotes have
re-emerged there in recent time. Ironically, coyotes there tend to be larger than in the West. Some researchers theorize that those
coyotes have crossed with dogs and wolves, and that this accounts for their size; others theorize this is a result of greater food availability.
Considered dangerous to livestock, coyotes have been and continue to be killed by the thousands each year. Among Native Peoples
of North America, coyotes hold special status as “tricksters.”
Foxes are found worldwide, except Antarctica and the Australasian region. Most belong to the red fox group, though other
species also exist as shown in this exhibition. �ese include the true foxes of the genus Vulpes, which are distributed throughout
the Northern Hemisphere, as well several unrelated groups of small canines, including the American gray foxes.
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The coyote is found in deserts, prairies, open woodlands, wetlands, and brush country. Resembling a medium-sized dog with
a pointed face, thick fur, and a black-tipped, bushy tail, the coyote is common throughout most of Alaska and Canada, the entire lower
forty-eight United States, and Central America. Though reduced in number in New England before conservation, coyotes have
re-emerged there in recent time. Ironically, coyotes there tend to be larger than in the West. Some researchers theorize that those
coyotes have crossed with dogs and wolves, and that this accounts for their size; others theorize this is a result of greater food availability.
Considered dangerous to livestock, coyotes have been and continue to be killed by the thousands each year. Among Native Peoples
of North America, coyotes hold special status as “tricksters.”
Foxes are found worldwide, except Antarctica and the Australasian region. Most belong to the red fox group, though other
species also exist as shown in this exhibition. These include the true foxes of the genus Vulpes, which are distributed throughout
the Northern Hemisphere, as well several unrelated groups of small canines, including the American gray foxes.
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